True-Collaboration™ Fundamentals

VIA’s 10 Fundamentals for Wireless Collaboration
The VIA Difference

Among the many wireless presentation products on the market, only VIA combines wireless connectivity,
true collaboration, and customizable features into one powerful wireless solution. Here are the 10 critical
reasons to choose VIA:

1

True Collaboration

2

User-Friendly Interface

3

Advanced Security and Data Encryption

4

Tried and Tested Technology

5

Collaborative Feature Set

6

Customizable Features

7

Integrated Third-Party Apps

8

Site Management Solution

9

Stream from Apple and Android Devices

VIA is much more than a simple “shared” presenter product. In an environment that’s 100% interactive,
VIA lets multiple participants edit a single document in real time.
VIA couldn’t be any easier to use. With an intuitive interface, you will be spending more time collaborating
and less time calling the IT help desk.
VIA provides 1024-bit encryption for all content and randomly generated dynamic security room codes.
That’s more security than most LANs offer!
With patents dating back to 2001, VIA’s technology has been used in high-profile installations around the
world since 2004.
VIA lets multiple meeting participants share any size file, chat, stream full frame rate HD video, annotate
with a whiteboard feature, and save their work.
Instead of a one-size-fits-all wireless collaboration solution, VIA gives you two different models, plus a
menu of functions for your specific installation.
Collaborate from anywhere inside VIA with MS Office®, Skype®, GoogleTalk®, Lync®, WebEx®,
GoToMeeting®, Polycom®, Cisco® and more.
VIA allows administrators to check and run reports on the status of each device, remotely maintain
and configure devices and see who is logged in.
VIA lets you walk into the meeting with any Apple or Android device and present on the main display.

10 Full 1080p60 Frame Rate Video

No more annoying drop-outs and hiccups as your video streams from your tablet, phone,
or laptop to the main display. Just clean, high-resolution video playback.

Visit www.True-Collaboration.com or call: 1-888-275-6311
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